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Evaluations to help future teachers, Rex says
By GAYLE YOUNG
TJ managing editor
Student teachers should be
more confident and competent
in teaching after three mandatory evaluations beginning in
July, Dr. James Rex, dean of the
School of Education,said.
"Jhis is the first time in the
country really that there is a
consensus across the state of
what it is a minimally competent teacher ought to do," Rex
said.
Rex, who came to Wlnthrop

from Coastal Carolina in January, has been on the S.C.
Educator Improvement Task
Force for the last three years.
The new evaluations, required by S.C. Act 187, will
help students know what to
expect no matter what school
district they work in in South
Carolina.
•>?o've had three years to
prepare for it and try it out,"
Rex said. 'That is one of the
strengths of the new instrument."
The law requires that student teachers and first-year
teachers be evaluated three
times by a state-trained evaluator. The evaluators will be
looking for 51 skills that teachers should demonstrate, Rex
said. The 51 skills come under
five categories: planning, classroom management, communication skills, instructional techniques, and effective use of

time.

The task force came up with
these 51 items by sun-eying
college professors, tpseh'.rs,
legislatures, district supervisors,
principals, etc. Out of 40,000
questionnaires. 20,000 were returned.
The surveyers wanted measurable, observable, relevant requirements for a minimally competent beginning teacher.
Evaluators have to attend a
Dr. James Rex, dean of the three-day "rigorous" program so
that
every evaluator is looking
School of Education
(PAO
for the same thing.
photo)

For example, humor is one of certified every two years, maythe skills a teacher must demon- be even every year," Rex said.
Dr. Ann Lister, an assistant
strate. It is hard to measure.
During these three days, eval- professor of education at Winuators are shown examples of throp, trains evaluators.
Student teachers will have a
what is considered the "proper
use of humor in the class- two-hour orientation in which
they will be told of everything
room," Rex said.
In order for a person to be they are expected to2 do, and
certified as an evaluator, he has will be given a man" ! explainto view a series of video-tapes ing the evaluations.
"This is highly publicized.
of a teacher and demonstrate
his ability to evaluate reliably. Everybody will know what is
He has to be receritified every expected of them. It will be like
an audition," Rex said. "We
so often.
"While no formal decision realize that it's an artificial
has yet been made, I would situation to some extent."
Even though teachers would
guess they will have to be re-

be highly unlikely to combine all
51 skills at one time in a natural
situation, the public will know
that they are capable of doing all
of these things, he said.
This should upjpade the education of future teachers, since
colleges and universities will
know exactly what they need to
stress in their programs.
"Hopefully all colleges and
universities will use this well,"
Rex said. "I guarantee Winthrop
will!"
Exactly who will be observing
student teachers "will probably
(Continued on page 12)

First book theft case tried
By MEMNDA COOPER
TJ news reporter
A Winthrop College junior,
charged with book theft, was
tried and fined last Monday by
Student Government Association's Judicial Board.
On Dec. 10, 1981, two
Winthrop students reported to
SGA that three books belonging to them had been stolen
from Thomson Cafeteria's bookshelves. The accused had sold
the books to WC Bookstore for
$20.50. The information was
obtained when Joey Hudson,
SGA attorney general, went to

WC Bookstore and picked up a
copy of the receipt for the
books that had been sold. Also
the accused had just left WC
Bookstore, and it was still fresh
on the minds of the WC Bookstored employees. The two students that the books were stolen
from wrote a complaint, turned
it over to Hudson, and in turn
Hudson mailed the accused the
charges.
At Monday night's Judicial
Board meeting the accused was
found guilty and fined $60 plus
the cost of the books. The
student will have five days to
reimburse SGA the cosi. of the
books and until the end of the
semester to pay the fine. Hudson said. "The student will have
72 hours to appeal the verdict
and if it is not appealed the student will be tailed by the
Cashier's Office. If the student
does not pay the fine he will be
unable to re-enter Winthrop."
When an accused student
appeals a verdict he must submit in writing, within 72 houvs,
a complaint to Dean Carol
Anfin, acting dean of students,
and the decision is up to her.

Tw> other cases of book
theft are pending, but the Judicial Board is still investigating
thi charges. The Judicial Board
investigates book theft charges
by receiving student complaints
and obtaining sales receipts from
the Bookworm and WC Bookstore.
"Last year there were several cases of book theft and
fines ranged from $20.00 to
$75.00," Hudson said. "The
Judicial Board agreed that students charged with book theft
would pay for the cost of the
books plus the fine. The amount
fined is decided by the eight
Justices of the Judicial Board.
The SGA has provided the
Bookworm with a rubber stamp
so books can be stamped and
the student's I.D. number entered in the book. When the
book is sold back to the Bookworm the I.D. number is checked with the student.
Kim Kramer, SGA Chief of
Justice, said that students must
report book thefts within 72
(Continued on page 12)

Competitive games planned
By LYNN REICHERT
TJ news editor

Carl Jone, senior from Tayiors, picks up his books from Thomson Cafeteria's bookshelves on his way
to class. (Photo by Craig Tucker)

The senior and freshman
class officers are working with
students to plan competitive
games to open Spring Fling.
"One of the things we're
working on this semester is a
thing in conjunction with Spring
Fling along the lines of a field
day," Joe Anthony, senior class
president, said.
The classes would compete
against each other in different

games, such as tug-of-war and
road races. He said the games
would last approximately one
hour.
Anthony said the committee
hopes to bring some identity
back to the classes. Students
will represent their own classes
in the games, with the faculty
making up a fifth competing
team. A permanent trophy will
be set up for the overall
winner.
(Continued on page 12)
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| Workshop makes dorm life easier

1 C

Trustee board meeting
The Winthrop College Board of Trustees quarterly meeting will be held Thursday at 1:30 pjn. in the Springs
Laboratory, Room 204 of Kinard. The meeting is open to
the public.

Deadline for May grads
Friday is the last day to apply for a diploma for May
1982 graduation. Failure to file by Friday will result in a
late fee according to the following schedule: Saturday,
Feb. 6 - Friday, March 5, $10 fee, after March 5, $20 fee.
There is no charge if students apply by the Friday, 5
p.m. deadline.

Rock Hill Hunger Run
Winthrop College Campus Ministry will sponsor the
Second Annual Rock Hill Hunger Run Sunday, February
7. Two benefits will get money from the run. Seventy-five
percent of the proceeds will go to the Interchurch Response for the Horn of Africa which is responding to the
needs of two million refugees in Somtdia. Twenty-five percent of the proceeds will be given to the Rock Hi'J Oris
Home Relocation Fund.
The five mile road race begins at 2 pjn. and the one
mile Fun Run at 2:10 pjn. There is an entry fee of $4.
For more information call David Valtierra (327-2097) or
Dr. Ed Guettler (366-2175).

RV MARY
ANNE GROBUSKY
GROBUSKY
By
MARY ANNE
TJ news reporter
Approximately twenty-five
representatives from each dormitory attended a four-hour
Officer's Leadership Workshop
Sunday, Jan. 24 in Dinkins Auditorium.
Conducted
by
Cynthia
Cassens, dean of housing, and
Dr. Bill Wells, director of the
Winthrop Counseling Center, the
Sunday afternoon workshop was
geared to promote better leadership and programming skills for
all residence life staff.
Participants which included
various resident assistants, directors and hall council members,
listened intently as Cassens and
Wells covered a variety of
topics. Among those discussed
by Dean Cassens were proper

The Winthrop chapter of the Omega Psi Phi fraternity
is now accepting contestant applications for the Fourth
Annual Miss Purple and Gold Scholarship Pageant, according to Jacob Teasdell, president of the fraternity. Teasdell
further stated that the purpose of the pageant is to develop
the finer qualities of womanhood, to induce culture and to
promote scholastic achievement.
The pageant will consist of a personality and talent competition as well as an evening gown competition. Special
entertainment will be provided between judging sessions.
A scholarship of $150 will be awarded to the winner
Anyone wanting to become a contestant should pick up
applications from the Dinkins Information Desk or from
any Brother of Psi Kappa Chapter here at Winthrop. The
deadline for completing an application is Monday, February 15, 1982. For further information, interested persons should contact Jacob Teasdell or Earl Brooks or write
to the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, W.P.O. Box 5092, Rock
HiU,SC, 29733.

A A meetings Monday nights
Open Alcoholics Anonymous meetings will be held
Mondays in Room 222, Dinkins, starting February 1st.

among residence halls. We basibaslcally see it as an enrichment
process in communication improving on skills and concepts."
The RHA, a relatively new
organization, was founded by
Cassens and several other Interested students for just that
purpose. Adds Cassens, "the
RHA is extremely interested in
helping students deal with the
problems affecting dorm life."
Whether or not more workshops of this type will be conducted in the future has not
been decided. Cassens states
that evaluations of tlie Officer's
Leadership Workshop will be distributed to those who attended.
"From there well see what to
do next."

College biology not
affected by creationism

(CPS)-The federal district
court ruling overturning an Arkansas law requiring primary
and secondary schools to teach
the creationist view of life's origins probably won't have much
Spring elections soon
of an effect on colleges, where
creationism still hasn't made
Spring elections wiil be held Wednesday, Feb. 17. Stumany inroads in biology courses,
dents can pick up applications in Dinkins Monday, Feb. 8,
observers say.
through Friday, Feb. 12.
An informal College Press
Elections will be held for SGA president, vice-president,
Service survey of February,
attorney-general and Dinkins president, vice-president,
1981 found a number of secuand chairpersons.
lar colleges had recently begun
A talk-in to introduce the candidates will be held Tuesto teach creationism as "another
day, Feb. 16 at 8 p.m.in Dinkins Auditorium.
theory" of the origin of life.
Despite the contentions of
some creationism advocates,
only
a few more secular schools
Residence
Hall Association • contest
have included creationism in
ni tfewwinU wV
'
•
•***>?•their curribiila in "the eiisuing
The Residence Hall. Association dsispdnsormg. -antogo
year.
contest. Entries must be>on 8 tftlO piece of paper with'a'
"We're beginning to see a
limit of five colors. Logo subject matter may not include
two-model approach being taken
anything having to do with drugs, sex, or violence. Entries
may be mailed to P.O. Box 6747 WCS. All-entries will
remain the property of the Residence Hall Association.
Douglas Studio
The winning entry will eam its designer $25.
For more information call 4304.

Omega Psi Phi sponsors pageant

narliamentary procedures to
parliamentary
conduct at hall meetings, creating common -interest activities
for dorm residents and effectively programming activities so
all may participate.
At the same time, Dr. Wells
counseled representatives on
how to improve relations and
deal with various social problems
that commonly occur in all
dorms.
The event, the first of its type
to be presented, proved successful. According to Cassens, "the
initial reaction we received
(from the workshop) was quite
positive. Everyone seemed to
enjoy it and got some really
good ideas from it."
Sponsored by the Residence
Hall Association (RHA), Cassens
said "the workshop's primary
focus is to "achieve better unity

Tatler Photographer
1953-1979
Color, Gold Tone

Black 8t White
Placement Photos

10% discount-WC ID
CtU for appointment
Phone 327-2123
314 Oakland Ave.

up" in colleges, says Dr. Richard Bliss of the Institute for
Creation Research. "We are hearing from more college professors
who want to do it."
But Bliss was unable to name
any specific campuses that have
actually adopted creationism in
the last year. At that time,
colleges like Iowa State, West
Valley College near San Jose,
San Francisco State and Michi-

gan State had instructors teaching the theory of divine creation along with evolution.
Most religion-affiliated colleges have always taught creationism with evolution.
The bulk of the pressure to
teach creationism in secular
schools has been directed at primary and secondary schools. A
(Continued on page 3)
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THE OLIVE TREE

190 8. Chwrry Rd.
««•
324-5216
SSS
(Acroai From VtebgroundB)

BEGINNER OH ADVANCED Cost is about the same as a
semester in a U.S. college- 52.989 Price includes jet round
trio to Seville Irom New York, room, board, and tuition
complete. Government grants and loans available lor eligible
students.
live with a Spanish family, attend classes lour hours a day.
four days a week, four months Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equi
valent to 4 semesters-taught in U.S. colleges over a two

year time span) Your Spanish studies will be enhanced by I
opportunities not available in a U.S. classroom. Standard- l
ized tests show our students' language skills superior to I
students completing two year programs in U.S.
Hurry, it takes a lot ot time to make all arrangements.
FALL SEMESTER - SEPT. 10-Dec. 22 SPRING SEMESTER
- Feb. 1 - June 1 each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED-A program of Trinity Christian College.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2442 E. Collier S.E. Grand Rapids, MichlQan 49506
(A Program ol Trinity Christian College)

CALL
TOLL FREE for full information 1 -800-253-9008
(In Mich., or if toll free line inoperative call 1-616-942-2903 or 942-2541 collect)
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tuition

Some schools toy with
remove cost as a factor in
(CPS)—As traditional sources lems with it that I am aware of," choosing a field of study.
of funding dry up, a number of Keller says. "The concept be"I'm not convinced that ficolleges are now toying with a hind it is to have each student nancial aid is as effective a venew concept in the ongoing pay approximately the same per- hicle in increasing access (to all
quest for generating more in- centage of his or her education majors) as is low tuition,"
costs."
come-differential tuition rates.
A Minnesota biology major, argues R. Michael Berrier of the
The idea of charging differAmerican Association of State
ent tuition rates for different for instance, will pay an average Colleges and Universities.
categories of students is in itself of $418 this quarter, compared
"It's very easy to look at
not that new. Some colleges to an English major's $351. differential tuition as a means to
have been making in- and out- Keller says the difference is get more money, but I think
of-state students, graduates and found in material costs, lab ex- you also have to look at whether
undergraduates, and professional penses and departmental costs or not the increased cost Would
school students pay different of providing the courses.
inhibit access," Berrier says.
Keller carefully adds that "Even if institutions provide
tuition rates for years.
What is new is that colleges such differential rates must "Of compensation in financial aid,
are beginning to discriminate on course, be balanced by accessa- some students will still get
bases like dass level, cost of bility. We make sure there is hurt."
various courses, and even popu- sufficient financial aid available
Charging according -to deto students so that no one is mand
larity of certain courses.
for a course is '."a market
Students, in other words, locked out of a program and model concept that doesn't
would pay more to major in forced to major in something necessarily fit ir. with the goals
popular subjects-those theoreti- that has a lower tuition."
of public higher education,"
cally most likely to lead to good
Keller is opposed to charging Berrier contends. "The driving
jobs after graduation -inan to
force is >;he necessity of increasmajor in topics with lesser en- according to a course's popu- ing money for the institution,
rollments. In today's market, for larity, which is exactly what In- but is that the responsibility of
example, it would cost an diana University is considering.
IU administrators are now the public or of the student?"
English major more to transfer
Indeed, the need for money
to a biology program, and even weighing a proposal to require is driving a lot of schools to look
students to pay more for courses
more to switch to engineering.
A wide variety of adminis- that are in high demand.
"It's just a question that's
trators at various campuses confess they are flirting with the been raised, but it's definitely
a
possibility
that we'll go to
idea in response to radical cuts
in state and federal education some kind of differential type of
funding. But critics warn of tuition," says IU Vice President
limiting low-income students' Kenneth Gros Louis.
Gros Lewis says IU is studyaccess to high-payoff majors,
(Continued from page 2)
and forcing all students to ing a number of alternative fee
plans
that would base enroll- scientists' group formed to resist
choose their majors according to
ment
costs
on
factors
like
popucost factors rather than to inthose pressures says there are
larity, extra costs Kke lab and creationist fights in some 42
terest and aptitude.
The University of Minnesota, service fees, and "quality of pro- states, including Arkansas.
reports Vice President for Aca- grams that the university is par"I hope we never see legisdemic Affairs Kenneth Keller, ticularly noted for."
lation on the college level,"
He adds that while differen- says creationist Bliss. "We would
has already implement :d tuition
rates "based primarily upon the tial tuition could "make it far rather go the route of perdifficult for students with limit- suasion."
cost of the program."
"We've been using the system ed funds" to get into highThat route hasn't always been
for several years now, and there payoff majors, IU would try to
haven't been any major prob- supply enough financial aid to

Still other colleges have alinto the idea.
"There's no doubt tuition ready rejected any Hod of
and fee schedules are going to differential tuition.
change in response to needs for Hf-Michigan administrators have
different types of funding," ob- "talked about differential tuiserves Walter Tousey of the tion with the liberal arts program," says Dr. B.E. Ftye,
University of Illinois.
Tousey's campus already UM^ vice president. "But we
charges different tuition rates feel it affects the integrity of
for under- and upper-classmen the liberal arts program when
and for grad and professional students start deciding upon a
biology or chemistry or English,
school students.
Illinois hasn't altered tuition degree based on cost rather
according to course contend be- than interest."
cause "from a political standBut Berrier, for one7 expoint we decided it just wasn't pect?, the discussion to spread
worth the effort."
anyway if only because "differSuch plans, he adds, are full entia! tuition has a certain logic
of loopholes. "What's to stop a to it, especially when you constudent from enrolling in a low- sider that certain majors are
tuition discipline for the first going to make more money than
two years to save money, and others when they graduate. The
then switching to his real major same is true for differences to
when he is a junior? We already upper- and lower-class rates."
have that problem with the
'The real issue, however, is
different fees for upper- and whether you can enjoy the benelower-class students. Some stu- fits without seriously jeopardizdents plan it so that they keep ing access," Berrier says. "It's
their credits just below the an issue that I think we're going
breakoff point for as long as to see discussed a lot more as
time goes on."
they can."

College biology not
affected by creationism

Tuesday
recital

productive. In a response similar to those of other faculty
members contacted for this
article,
Indiana
University
associate biology professor Dr.
Thomas Kaufman cedes that
creationism 'Should be taught,
;
but in the context of religion,
not science."
"Creationism is a religious
view, and does not have a place
in the science classroom," agrees
Wayne, Moyers, head of the
National Association of Biology
Teachers.
Even at San- Francisco State,
which creationists often cite as
a "two model" college. Bio-

Guitarist Gregg Hill, accompanied by tenor Richard
Kennedy, will present a recital
Feb. 2 at 8 pjn. in the Recital
Hall at Wmthrop College.
Hill, lecturer of music at
Winthrop, and Kennedy, faculty
member of UNC-Chariotte, will
perform pieces by Schubert,
Dowland, Gabriel and Guiliani.
There is no charge for the
recital, which is open to the
public.
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elevator for the handicapped students who need to get
fron one floor of Tillman to another. (TJ photo by Tim
Hartis) "
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logy Dept. Chairman Dr. Paul
Barnes says divine intervention
is briefly treated along with
"other theories which people
have considered over the centuries."
College textbook publishers
also report relatively little
pressure to include creationism.
Greg Gallath, a regional sales
manager for Worth Publishers,
says to -exception is Bob Jones
University in South Carolina,
which "will screen salesmen at
a gate and won't let in certain
guys if they've sold offensive
books."
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Dorms need painting

Chapters cost

Professors at Winthrop are wasting students' money
when required textbooks are not completely used in
courses.
Money is being spent for hind chapters that are never
read in or out of class. The money could be better i>sed for
soap, paper, pens, crackers, socks, or any number of essential items for college students.
"If you don't use much of the book, I don't see any use
in buying it," a student said.
An informal phone survey showed that 43 out or ou
Winthrop students have had a professor who required
students to buy a textbook but did not use all of the book
in class. Of those 43 students, representing more than 15
different majors, not one said he/she read unassigned
chapters.
Textbooks resale for half their new price, if they are in
good shape and if Winthrop plans to reuse them. A student
loses $10 when he resells a $20 book that was not completely used in class.
If professors required smaller books, more suited for a
semester's work, students would not have to pay as much
for the books and would not lose as much money when
they go to resell books. A student loses only $6 when reselling a $12 book.
Good, short, inexpensive books may be hard to una, but
it seems some professors couid do better than they are
doing now.
One professor made students buy two paperback books
with a total of 15 chapters. The students were only assigned
three chapters. Another professor required students to buy
a 15 chapter book, and he only "referred a couple of
times" to the text during the semester, a student said.
And a professor required students to buy a 700-page
paperback." The student was assigned no more than 100
pages. "That's bad when you only use one seventh of a
book," he said.
Cases this extreme may not abound at Winthrop but
should remind professors to fully use textbooks they require students to buy. If that takes requiring shorter textbooks, so be it.
Some books at Winthrop are used in a semester course
and, again, the following semester in an advanced version
of the course. Examples are writing, math, and economics
courses. This same^dea could be used for other courses
v>i
where appropriate.
Semester workloads at Winthrop are reasonable. The
demands are enough for students. But textbooks that
students have to buy should, with Ettle exception, be
fully used in class so students can get their moneys
W

°Not using the whole book is like buying Ave tickets to a
concert and only using four. What is lost? Money and the
Pr0gram

-

Tim Hartis

UHEhPW&Vlr

that Bessie Stevens, custodial
supervisor, would know for
sure. Mis. Stevens informed me
When I moved into Thomson that only the halls and stairin the fall of 1980, one of my wells had been done at that
initial impressions was that it time and that it's been five
sorely needed painting. Besides years since the rooms were
However, neither
its overabundance of ugly brown painted.
marks and broken mortar, bits Cassens nor Stevens keeps records
of
when
buildings
are painted.
of tape stuck grudgingly to the
walls despite my best efforts to They rely, on memory, leading
remove them. I became interest- me to suspect that the whole
ed in the housing departments process is faulty and that the
policy regarding the painting of living conditions of students are
dorm rooms and (fid a bit of of less than notable priority.
A <8»fceartening idea considering
research into the subject.
what we pay for housing.
Dean Cynthia Cassens, direcAs most students are aware,
tor of housing, informed me that
one housing unit is painted each we're permitted to paint our
summer. Since there are 10 rooms with paint supplied by
units, each building is painted the housing office. That strikes
every 10 years. I think that's most students as more than fair
because they can choose the
much too long.
Dean Cassens said she color they prefer rather than be
thought that Thomson had been subject to the bland, 'Institupainted a few years back but tional" colors that the housing

By DAVID SILLA
T.T contributing editor

office would use. But paint is
ail you get. Several other items
are needed to paint a room property. I checked prices at Sears
on the necessary and least expensive brushes, roller and pan,
masking tape, drop cloth, and
scraper. Those materials cost
over twenty four dollars.
I'd fmjoy a nicely painted
room ar.d wouldn*. mir.d doing
it myself if Winthrop would
shoulder the cost of all the
materials. The present system Is
an easy way for the school to
defer material and labor costs to
the students without it appearing as such.
I am aware of the economic
clamps that the state has placed
on Winthrop's budget. But as the
school hes grown and more
dorms have been constructed, a
policy that used to work has
been antiquated and is now in.
serious need of revision.

Winthrop should remain small
By MEG SLOAN
Special to TJ
Having been a former student
at Clemson University and frequently visiting friends at the
University of South Carolina in
Columbia, I have become aware
that Winthrop students often
compare aspects of Winthrop
College to these larger universities. Although we seldom hear
of Clemson or Carolina comparing themselves to Winthrop, we
do hear of them comparing each
to the other. This is underrtandable, because Clemson and Carolina are in the same 'large university" category. Winthrop does
not need to be placed in the
same category for the obvious
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reason that it makes Winthrop different buildings all over an
seem less than what it really extremely large campus. After
is. We should not expect the all of this is completed, you
same things from Winthrop that must return to the coliseum
along with those 24,000 other
we would a larger university.
Winthrop students complain frustrated students and pick up
of the hassle of registration. If cards for your courses at individyou are familiar with registra- ual tables. Then after several
tion at one of the larger uni- hours in coliseum, you get a
versities, you should be aware of nice packet that must be
the ease of Winthrop's registra- checked twice to find some
tion. The complaints may be signature that you may have
justified when compared with missed. And while you may
the computer-register system at have complications getting regisCarolina, where all you must do tered at Winthrop, few would
is fill out the computer sheet, compare with the complications
get it approveJ , and turn it in. encountered at Carolina.
And let us not forget WinHowever, if for some reason
your computed schedule does throp's lack of enthuf'asm for
—-k
not turn out as planned, possibly 3ports. Indeed we
bo cause you are a lower class- "school spirit" at Winthrop.
We
must
seem
dead
when
comman and courses were filled, or
perhaps you missed the pre- pared with Clemson fans' enthuregistration all together- that is siasm. But first you must underwhen frustration begins. Unlike stand that the loyalty and spirit
Wiathrop, where you must go of a Clemson or Carolina supporand wait in line for twenty ter often comes from family,
minutes, look through . a six- friends, and past experiences.
page schedule, walk around in The loyal supporters often find
one room to different tables, their enthusiasm rooted in famget cards signed, walk out and ily tradition. We cannot have
pay fees, all of which has never students here whose loyalty
taken me longer than thirty or support for Winthrop sports
minutes. At Carolina, where pro- stems from the fact that their
cedure is much like Clemson, father or grandfather went to
you must go to a tremendous school here, and they were
coliseum with some 24,000 reared with Winthrop Eaglesweat
other students, get a class sched- shirts or stuffed burgunc
ule that resembles the CHAR- and gold eagles every Christmas.
LOTTE OBSERVER, make out Winthrop has come a long way
your first draft, and take it to and has much further to go, but
your advisor for him or her to of course it seems pitiful when
rearrange. You must get advi- compared to Clemson or Carosor's signature as well as individ- lina. The tradition is simply not
ual professors of the classes you possible yet in an ex-all
wish to attend. If you cannot woman's college. Be patient
find a professor, you must go to tradition takes a long time.
the head of the department and
We are fortunate too, in that
"cry" for a signature before at Winthrop we are often known
registration closes. Then you as an individual with a name by
must get the signature of the many of our professors. You are
dean of your particular school. much more aware of your idenAll of these people, whose hands
1
(Continued on; page 5'): •
'you to' seeking, ate*.located in
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A stressful beginning

wants to knew

experience too much stress we
have muscle tension, difficulty
in relaxing, headache, increased
heart rate, and problems in
digesting."
So, many of those problems
you and I experienced during
the first few days of the semester were probably stress related. Hopefully, as our routine
stabilizes, those problems will
disappear. Hopefully, we will
leam methods to help us deal
with stressful methods, thereby
eliminating particular tensions,
insomnia, and other problems.
According to Dr. Wells, a convenient, readily available place
where students can learn relaxation techniques is the Counseling Center. These relaxation
processes can be applied to such
stressful situations as the beginning of a semester. But prepare yourselves-as unpredictable
as school life can be, the next
stressful situation is only a
changing moment away.

By CORNELL POSTON
TJ contributing editor
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Send a
Valentine
m message

Have you paid your $36 surcharge?
By TAMMIE UTSEY
TJ photographer

"No, I haven't paid it yet. I
will when I get my money from
'my parents, or it will, probably
be two weeks, when I hock my
car."
Steve McCormick
sophomore

No, I'm going to, though. I
plan to pay it by March 1. I
don't exactly know why they
are charging us, but if they
need to obtain extra funds I
guess that's a good way."
Meg Corey
junior

'/Yes, .! paid themJjpfore we got
out for Christigftbwf.
, .Marsha Wilson
freshman

"Of course, I paid them December before I left, because I went
to Connecticut for the holidays."
-Susanna Ii
senior

*

j!p| Run a valentine mes-'
Jteo sage to your sweetie;
through THE JOHN-j
|rV) SONIAN. Notes of less;
^ than 15 words will bei
printed free of charge in i
the Feb. 8 issue. Messages:
vrf) are subject to being edited.1
%f. Drop them off at THE'
W JOHNSONIAN office (be-!
hind Dinkins) 5 to 6:30'
^ p.m. Tuesday.

"No, I expect to r/ait until the
last momepf just in case there is
a reprieve from the governor."
Parker Edmiston
freshman

REHEHBCR VALENTINES IMJT ITB.14
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DSU HAPPENINGS

Feb. 1-2

Feb. 3

ATS - Nichols, Lyles & Estes

ATS -Anheuser Busch Film Shorts

Feb. 3-4

Feb. 5

Film "On the Right Track"

Ski Trip leaves at 1:30 pm

9:15 pm Till Aud.
$1.00 WCID $1.50 Guest

n£

Released by Twentieth Century-Pox
Produced by Ronald Jacobs
Directed by Lee Philips
Starring Gary Coleman, Michael Lembeck, Lisa Eilbacher,
Maureen Siapleton, Norman Fell, Bill Russell
Rated PG Color
"Charming, surprisingly uncompromising, conveys
beautiful thoughts."
Chicago Tribune
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Budget does not keep up with book needs
By TERM SWAILS
TJ news reporter

Rita McNeil, freshman from Mullins, reads one of the many
periodicals in the library. Subscriptions to periodicals have
been cut back twice in the last five years. (TJ photo by
Craig Tucker)

Library receives money for
purchase of Business Index
The Dacus Library at Win- new reference service will be a
throp College has received time-saving device for students,
$1,250 for the purchase o f t h e Mrs. Ridgeway says.
The Business Index provides
Business Index, a reference service that offers a microfilm information on topics concernindex of more than 500 busi- ing corporate management, finess periodicals and major na- nance and accounting, research,
government relations, personnel
tional newspapers.
management, social science,
Samuel Bigham, president company xnd industry tracking,
and plant manager of Screen competitive analysis and i ublic
Prints in Smyrna, S.C., pre- relations.
sented the check Jan. 12 to
The index conic'ns informaReference librarian Patricia tion on 506,000 articles since
Ridgeway, who recommended
January 1979, and 65,000
the purchase of the index. Th" articles will be added each year.

D&cus Library will have to
buy only essential books and
magazines because their costs are
increasing faster than the library
budget is increasing, library
deans said.
Funding
increased
"a
meager 3.9 percent" from 197879 to 1979-80, Shirley M. Tariton, dean of library services,
said.
"Price escalation in both
domestic and foreign books and
journals is so high that in ten
years increases of 200 percent
sound impossible but will probably become reality,"she said.
Ten years ago, between
15,000 and 18,000 books were
added per year. Now only
10,000 books are added per
year. Cutbacks have been made
in subscriptions to journals and
periodicals twice in the last Gve
. years.
"Greater enrollment increases
demand for library materials,
making the effects of higher
prices even more acute," Laur&nce Mitlin, assistant dean,
said.
"When you consider that
the average book now costs
more per pound than steak, it
becomes absolutely necessary
to purchase only the most
essential materials to meet curriculum demands," Tarlton said.
In DACUS FOCUS, Tarlton
said that money is being eaten
away by increasing wages to

student help. Student assistants
reshelve books and file cards,
among
other
housekeeping
duties.
As student enrollment at
Winthrop increases, more student assistants, books and magazines are needed at the library.
But when the Ebrary budget
money from Wint'urop does not
keep up with student growth,
something must be cut.
"The job market is changing
and students are preparing for a
wider range of careers and professions. Demands for quick and
easy access to a greater variety
of information sources continues
to tax the financial and personnel constraints of libraries,"
Tariton said.
Also, grants that the library
gets from the federal government have "diminished considerably," Tarlton said. In 1967-

68, Winthrop Deceived a $16,175
grant. The most recent grant
was $1,200, according to Tarlton.
Dacus is fighting the problems
in many ways.
A computerized circulation
system will be a new addition
to Dacus library this summer.
"It will be cheaper in the long
run became it will cut down
manual tasks," Mitlin said. "It
will also increase the use of the
library's collection because it
will make it much easier to
check out books."
Dacus is hiring more students
on the work/study program because 80 percent of their salary
is paid by federal funds.
Microfilm is being used more
to store information because it is
cheaper and uses less space.

Kline council c h a i r m a n
Dr. Robert Kline, professor
of business administration at
Winthrop College, has been
elected chairman of the Council
of Colleges of the Accrediting
Commission.
Kline was elected at the
December meeting of the Accrediting Commission, which is a
national accrediting agency for
postsecondary and collegiate institutions, in Washington, D.C.
He will serve for one year.
As council chairman, Kline
will also serve as a member of

the executive committee and
board of directors of the
Association of Independent
Colleges and FnV^ls (AICS),
which sponsors the. Accrediting
Commission. The AICS evaluates institutions organized to
offer education students programs for business careers.
Kline, who received his doctorate from the University of
Pittsburgh, has been a member
of the Accrediting Commission
since October 1976.

IT'S MILLER TIME

mt

"Work on paper'" exhibit
"Work on Paper," selections
of vanous print media and drawing, will be the featured exhibition In both Winthrop College
Art Galleries, located in the
Rufcledge Building, Feb. 4-26.
The Intimate Gallery will
show works by Winthrop faculty
members and selections by such
internationally and nationally
known artists as Picasso, Stuart
Davis, Yasuo Kunlyoshi and
Adamm Coles cott.
The main gallery will feature
regional work from members of
the
Charlotte
Printmakers
Society, Including prints by
Winthrop art instructor Paul
Martyka and Charlotte painter,
printmaker and lecturer Pauline
Dove.
Works by Ms. Dove, who
teaches at Central Piedmont
Community College in Charlotte, are in the private collections of Ellsworth Bunker and
Princess Helen Shah (Nepal,
India) and the public collections of R.J. -Reynolds, George

Washington University and Duke
Medical Center.
lallery hours are from 9 a j n .
to 4:30 pjn., Monday through
FT*.day. There is no admission
charge to the exhibits, which
ere open to the public.

LOWENBRAU

CINEMA
Now Playing
Cinderella " G "
Starting Friday...
Body Heat " R "

PIX
Now Playing.
The Seduction " R "
Starting Friday
The Nesting " R "
Winthrop Students admitted for
$2.00 at any time with 1.0.

BEATY WHOLESALE, INC.

Features

Herman: wonder dog of Winthrop

By JOHN B. GANNON
TJ feature editor
Who hangs around with the
constriction workers on the
Winthrop campus, works in
Jim's, loves the females, drinks
beer, has a police record, attends
more classes than most studen! ,
and is probably more popular
than Robert Redford or Morgan
Fairchild?
The answer is Herman.
And just who is Herman? you
may ask. Herman is that partcollie-part-shepherd that travels
all over campus, visiting his
friends, whether they are in their
rooms, walking across campus,
or even in class!
Andy Solomon, Winthrop^
Sports Information Director, is
Herman's
master; actually,
"That's my baby, my son. He
has a unique personality, to say
the least," he says wii> pride of
Hermnn. Solomon adOs that
Herman has tendency to u.«-get
he's a dog, which explains tuc
dog's rather unusual name:
Herman Who-is-the-dog Solomon.
"He 'works' in the Sports
Department in the afternoon,"
he continues, saying that
Herman does help by licking the
envelopes . . . when he's there.
"He is very well-liked in the
Athletic Department."
Herman also involves himself
with the construction workers,
and Scott Conant and Rick
Riese are among Ms closest
friends. One day Solomon was
driving around Winthrop, looking for Herman, when he found
him in the middle of a group of
builders, bent over the plans like
he was helping build the* Byrnes
elevator!
"I wish he could talk one day
to tell his own stories," but for
the meantime Solomon and his
roommate, David Grayson of the

Human Development Center,
have to tell them for him.
Herman does indeed have a
police r?cord. Last year Solomon was at the NAIA National
Toufr.naent in Kansas City.
When • returned Grayson told
him,' Oar son got busted."
"He was framed," insists
Solomon.
This particular incident involved Herman and his friend,
Brewster. A woman claimed that
the dogs had torn the clothes
from her clothesline and lanaged to capture only Ht nan.
Solomon says that he and Grayson saw that the cloth had been
cut, then torn the rest of the
way, but they settled out of
court (they each paid thirty
dollars), and then it cost twenty
dollars to bail poor Herman out
of "jail." So he now has a
re cold.
Last year Herman v/as found
playing with the severely autistic children in the Human Development Center. No matter
hew hard they pulled his hair or
hit him, says Grayson, he never
bit or growled, perhaps sensing
that "something wasn't quite
right" with the children, so he
let them have their way. What a
saint!
He doesn't bite, get upset or
get violent. He may growl for any
reason, but then he'll back away
and hang his head in apology.
Herman is the perfect gentleman, that
is, gentledog.
Herman once decked a man
in Jim's. He was laying at Solomon's feet one night when he
decided it was time to get up; a
man was approaching at that
instant. Needless to say, the
guy tripped over Herman and
landed on the floor. Herman
stood over the fallen fellow with
the expression of "I won." The
man was very nice about it and
apologized for tripping over

Lab animals mistreated
COLUMBIS, OH (CPS)- The
federal government has charged
Ohio State University researchers with mistreating laboratory
kittens at the university's veterinary school.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) says the
kittens suffered from neck les-.
ions, and that some even had
metal I.D. tags embedded in
their necks because their collars
were improperly adjusted.
The USDA has fined the university $1000.
But OSU officials say the
incident "has gotten all blown
out of proportion," and contend that all their lab animals
are well-treated.
"The incident happened two
years ago when we sold a colony
of kittens to a research firm in
Kansas City," explains Dr. Ronald Wright, dean of the OSU
College of Veterinary Medicine.

Jim's favorite regular. Grayson
works at Jim's twice a week,
"Ninety-nine percent of the
people there know him, and let
him in."
Solomon and Grayson allow
Herman all the freedom he
could want. Some Sundays Herman goes fishing with Brewster
and Brewster's master. He's been
up and down the Appalachian
trail. He's visited Columbia,

The firm reported lesions on
the necks of three or four
kittens*, Wright says. Apparently
the collars-which were put on
the cats when they were first
bom-were not re-adjusted as the
kittens matured.
But Wright says he only recently leant ad of the charges.
His office is having a hard time
proving or disproving "after-thefact allegations."
"It seems kind of ridiculous
that the USDA waited this long
to file the charges," Wright
says. Wright is protesting the
action.
Though Congress passed the
Animal Welfare Act in 1966, it
considered a number of bills last
fall for preventing inhumane
treatment of animals after instances of animal abuse were
uncovered at some federallyowned research labs.
(Continued on page 9)

that they "don't take him in the
Florida, and he's even recognized on the beach! "I'd rather dorms or classes. Taking Herman
have him free and happy for into the dorms and classes is
three years than chained up and, straining my relationship with
miserable for 18," says Solo- security."
David Grayson has met
mon, and his roommate agrees.
"The girls on campus are very several students only because
fond of Herman," he continues. they sometimes bring Herman
"They take him to McDonald's home. "I love him to death.
He's the most individual, most
for c'neeseburgeis. I'm real
appreciative of the attention 'human' dog. He's the only
they show Herman," but he asks •son' Andy and I'll ever have."

•/ft

TV-"-

wmmm
Here's a guy who always has a ball! This is Herman, the wonderdog of Winthrop. (TJ photo by Tim
Hartis)

Student e n t r e p r e n e u r s h i p in Ireland
(First of three parts)
By RON CHEPESIUK
Special to TJ
Three stories to make the
news in Dublin recently show
that fill of the enterprising
spirit did not leave Ireland
with the million* who emigrated during the last three
centuries.
The first involves a new
couise at the University College
Dublin which has been organized to encourage students
to get involved in enterpreneurical behavior. The new course
is entitled "enterprise development."
So far, a great deal of enthusiasm has been shown for
the course. Out of the approximately 200 students who complete the Bachelor of Commerce
degree each year, 67 took the
optional course during the 198081 terra.
The course began in 1977
and the first graduates came out
in 1979. Thirty-two of the
Bachelor of Commerce degree
graduates who took the course
started new enterprises;
twice
that number got; involved in

family businesses.
Creativity and ingenuity are
unwritten prerequisites for anyone wanting to take the course.
There is a major project requiring enrollees to formulate
and develop an enterprise idea
suitable enough to present to a
business.
Before you jump up, run to
the airport and get a plane
for Ireland, here is one of the
exam questions: "Why are working capital problems such a common feature of early crisis in
The new enterprise? Identify the
origins of these problems; the
means of avoiding them, and
the contingency plans which
might be prepared to handle
their occurrence."
So much for the classroom;
now for two students who have
applied their entrepreneurial
skills to the real world.
Dennis O'Connell took a oneyear course in industrial design
and devised a revolutionary new
way of handling materials: a
trailer which can load and unload simultaneously. More than
six Irish and international companies have bid for the manu-

facturing rights to the invention. A deal is expected to be
finalized which will give him
about $3,600 per system and
some additional royalties.
Once marketing of the system begins, it is expected to
have a big import on the building Industry. In fact, there is
so much confidence in the invention that it has already been
patented in over 15 countries.
Ironically, O'Connell had
difficulty when he first began to
seek interest in his invention.
The reasons given: too young
and lacking in experience.
Another graduate showed
what ingenuity and an undaunted spirit can achieve when
you can't get that job you want.
Linda Rodgers set up her own
ornamental pottery business
when she couldnt find a potter
who would take her under the
wing and teach her the trade.
She fell in love with pottery
making after taking a graphics
couise in college.
A grant along with a tax
commission made available
through a special government
prograhi got her started.
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Lib Peeler: valuable asset to Dinkins
By BETH ALLEN
TJ feature reporter
Mrs. lib Peeler's unique personality; strong interest in the
"younger generation" and even
temperment are invaluable gifts
to Winthrop as she comes in
contact daily with students
while servicing and supervising
the Dinkins Information Desk
operation.
Ma. Peeler's forty-hour week
includes making up schedules for
her eleven student employees,
attending meetings concerning
refunds for the Coke machines,
washing machines, and games,
and informing Tom Webb, the
head of Dinkins Student Center, of the daily proceeds. In
addition to these required tasks,
Mrs. Peeler finds time to answer
any general or specific questions
students and visitors may have
concerning Winthrop and it*
activities.
She says with a happy smile,
"There are always plenty of
activities going cm around Winthrop and I do my best to make
students aware of them. We are
fortunate to have so many
activities and games available to

the students.
"I have high hopes for the
younger generation and I enjoy
fceing around them. I have a certain insight into the personal
fiw* of the students because I
see them on a.casual basis.Tliey
talk to me about personal problems they may be having. I
think it's because I am looked
upon as a mother figure."

Before working at Dinkins to listen and help in any way I
Mrs. Peeler worked as night could."
Mrs. Feeler did not have any
supervisee in the Joynes Center. "At the time, the Joynes job experience prior to working
at
Winthrop. "After my chilCenter was used to house foreign girls. Often times the girls dren were all grown, I was alone
got icsely
came to me to and became bored, so when I
talk. I enjoy just being there heard about the position of

house mother, I applied and got
the job. I have been working
here at Winthrop for ter. years
now. I've seen a lot-of changes
and Improvements made at Winthrop and I enjoy making students and visitors aware of
them."

There are several qualifications and personality traits
which Mrs. feeler considers to
be necessary for her position at
Dinkins. "You have to be dependable, friendly, considerate,
and get along well with people.
You also have to have a telephone personality since you
often give a lot of information ovei the phone. When we
hire students to work behind
the desk we screen them the
same way any other business
or operation would."
MB. Peeler added, "I consider myself to be capable of
this job because of my first-,
hand experience of raising a
family and watching them grow
up."

What's Cooking
Monday
Lunch— Filet O'FIsh
Old Fashioned Beef Pot Pie
Dinner—Bar B Que Chicken
Grilled Italian Sausage
French Toast with Syrup
Tuesday
Lunch— Chicken Filet Sandwich
Spanish Macaroni
Dinner- Hamburger Steak with Grilled Onions
Steamed Com Beef and Cabbage
Baked Stuff Peppers
Wednesday
Lunch— Pizza
Tuna Noodle Casserole
Dinner—Baked Ham
Chinese Pepper Steak
Egg Plant Parmesan
Thursday
Lunch— Hoagies
Turkey Chow Mein with Chinese Noodles
Dinner-BLACK WEEK SPECIAL DINNER
Friday
Lunch- Grilled Cheese and French Fries
Beef and Noodle Casserole
Dinner—Lasagne
Grilled liver and Onic-as
Saturday
Lunch- Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
Spanish Rice • Dinner-Roast Breast of Turkey with Dressing
Deep Fried Cod
Sunday
Lunch— Fried Chicken
Shrimp Creole
Dinner—Old Fashioned Beef Pot Re
Bar B Que Sandwich
Epicure reserves the right to make last-minute changes in
n
its-menu.
. v i - > • • •
"
'•

Lib Peeler talks with Charlie LeGrande on the main floor of Dinkins. (TJ photo by Craig Tucker)

Students marry to escape dorm contract
KNOXVILLE, TN. (CPS)Jim Grubbs thought he's heard
about every excuse imaginable
for students to break their
university housing contracts.
As director of the residence
halls at the University of
Tennessee Knoxville,
Grubbs'
duties include seeing that students fulfill their one-year housing contracts, unless they can
present a valid reason for moving.
Two dormitoryresidentsrecently presented him with probably the most dramatic excuse hell come up against: a
marriage contract.
Gina Boardwine, a junior in

• '•- \ ; •
Lab animals

nursing, and Kirby Henry, a
junior in- engineering, tied the
knot in order to untie their
university housing agreements.
Eoth Boardwine and Henry
were dorm residents,and wished
to be released from their contracts so they could move.
Evidently lacking other reasons,
the two decided to move ahead
their wedding date so that they
could escape the .drudgeries of
dorm life.
"There certainly are other
ways and means to terminate
the contract," says Grubbs. "All
we really require is that a student prove it would be a hardship or a major inconvenience to

stay at the dorms. A marriage
contract is certainly an acceptable reason, but it might be the
more expensive route to go."
As for the two newly weds,
they are currently incommunicado following the burst of
publicity they received in their
efforts to relocate. It appears
they would rather have kept the
whole thing under wraps until
they found the. opportunity to
inform their parents. Instead,
the headlines in their school
paper did the job for them.
"It reaHy caused them a .lot
. of trouble and embarrassment,"
says Alice McCorkle, Gina's former roommate. "I think they'd
just like to forget the whole
thing and be left alone."

(Continued from page 8)

"NO
MORE
MR. NICE
GUY?

In 1979, it was tfiscove'.ed
the University of Arizona KeUth
Sciences Center had force-fed
lye to some 1300 dogj to observe how burned throats heal.
"There is really no reason to
believe that laboratory animals
are being treated more humanely than in the past," says Dr. F.
Barbara Crians, president of the
Scientists Center for Animal
Welfare.
"Nobody really knows how
frequently animal abuses occur,"
she adds.

bsm

"I'm not my old lovable
self when I'm around
cigarettes. I get reai
cranky. So 1 want all you
smokers to quit once
and for all. And who
knows? You might ever,
put a smile on my face."

Wright swears his

school complies strictly with the
Animal Welfare Act. Kittens, he
says are now "in new facilities
fflat ar^ ptetty dftfnfiifcie.'*

American Cancer Society i,
J,

spores
Why don't we pick on
someone our own size?

V
J#.

Men and women nearing
end of season

Does anyone out there realize that Winthrop College is
the fourth largest school in South Carolina?
The only schools larger than us are Clemson and University of South Carolina, which are NCAA schools, and
College of Charleston that only has a hundred or so more
students, and besides most of their school is lost somewhere in downtown Charleston. I'm sure many of you
didn't realize the size of the schools that Winthrop competes with in basketball.
These are our opponents and their student body population: Allen University, 350; Belmont Abbey College, 900;
Bloomfield College, 650; Central Wesleyan College, 400;
Coastal Carolina College, 2400; Erskine College, 700;
Francis Marion College, 2900; Furman University, 2200;
Lander College, 1825; Limestone College, 1400; Piedmont
College, 500; Presbyterian College, 975; Quincy College,
1700; Union College, 600; USC-Aiken, 1800; USC-Spartanburg, 2609; Voorhees College, 590; Warren Wilson College,
500; Wmgate College, 1500; Wofford College, 1100.
Winthrop's student body is just over 5000. Doesn't it
seem strange that we double most schools in the number
of students and we're up to ten times bigger than a few.
schools that we play in intercollegiiie athletics?
I realize that men haven't been at Winthrop long, but
compared to some schools we play our male population
outnumbers their entire student body.
The women's team only plays three schools that have
more students, while the other 17 schools have far less
students than W.C.
This strikes me in an odd manner. No wonder our
athletic programs have done so well. We're competing
against schools inferior to ours.
We might as well be playing high school teams. It's time
to pick on someone our own size!
The future of Winthrop athletics depends on the teams
we play. If we continue to compete against schools whose
entire student body is able to fit inside a Volkswagon at
one time, then we're in trouble.
Winthrop College has grown up and it's time our
athletics grew up also. We have to go on to NCAA. If we
don't, weH always be a second rate school.

3y JOSHUA I. BAKER
TJ sports reporter
The Wlnthrop Eagles men
basketball team Is currently
13-9 on the season, and are
entering the stretch-run for a
spot into the district playoffs.
Winthrop lost to P.C. 64-62
in OT in Clinton and to Coastal
Carolina 63-56, again on the
road. Helping the Eagle cause
was Mike Gaither, as he marked
36 points in the two games.
The Eagles then got back on
the winning march against Warren Wilson, defeating the Owls
76-62 on Winthrop* home
court. All-American Charlie
Brunson scored 19 points to lead
the Eagles to victory number 13.
The Eagles try to continue
their winning ways tonight with
a game at Francis Marion in
Florence. Game time is set for
8:00.
The women's basketball tertm
had a 5-3 record on December
15. With their next opponent
being Armstrong State, which
they had beaten earlier in the
year, 88-74, the Lady Eagles
managed a 69-59 decision.
In Winston-Salem, N.C., Winthrop lost to Wake Forest in
overtime, 81-79. In their next
game, Winthrop rebounded to
beat Baptist College,63-58.
They next met top-ranked
College of Charleston, and were
defeated 85-59. Leading theEagles in a losing cause was
Janet Dykton with 13 points
and eight rebounds.
Two losses to Francis Marion
and USC-Aiken brought the
Eagle Slate to 7-7 with a road
game
against
Presbyterian
College coming up.
The Eagles jumped to an
early advantage and coasted to
an 83-52 wir , with Sharon Lee
leading tl>e way with 15 points
and Rosita Fields pulling in 12
rebounds.
Another journey took Winthrop to Conway to face Coastal
Carolina, and the Lady Eagles
came out with a 6449 victory.
Pacing the Eagle attack was Lee
who contributed 14 points and
. 7 rebounds.
The Eagles take to the court
tonight against Erskine College
at Sullivan at 5 p jn.

J. D. Stanley

e Scoreboard
Men's Basketball
Time/Score

Opponent
Jan. 16
Jan. 21
Jan. 24
Jan. 25
Jan. 28
Jan. 30
Feb. 2
Feb. 4
Feb. 6

at USC-Aiken
at Presbyterian College
at Coastal Carolina College
Warren Wilson College
at Wmgate College
limestone College
at Francis Marion College
Erskine College.
at Wotford College

won 97-90
lost 64-62
lost 63-56
won 76-62
. 8:00
7:30
.8:00

Jan. 16
Jan. 18
Jan. 21
Jan. 23
Jan. 28
Jjin. 30
Feb. 2

at USC-Aiken
Francis Marion College
•
at Presbyterian College
at Coastal Carolina College
at USC-Spartanburg
Wofford College
at Francis Marion College

lost 57-62
lost 76-84
won 83-52
won 6449
6:00
5:30
6:00

•

' •?

Director
announces
resignation

7:30

8:00

Women's Basketball

-

—

All-American Charlie Brunson powers up for a rebound in a
recent outing. Brunson and the rest of the Eagle squad will have
to come up with a strong last half of the season to make the
District playoffs. (TJ photo )

Ew *.s Brown, the director of
Winthrop Intramurals, has announced his resignation and will
be leaving W.C. at the end of
the spring semester.
(Continued on page 11)
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Indoor soccer; alive and well
By LENNIE PHILYAW
TJ sports reporter
One of the least known
sports being played in a Winthrop uniform is indoo« soccer.
The team, coached by.the outdoor soccer coaches Jim Casada
and Frankie Griffin, is not
affiliated with any intercollegiate organization but does compete against other colleges.
All competition consist of
two-day weekend tournaments.
Because Winthrop sponsors no
tourney of its own, all matches
are away.

The tournament was divided
terns. But this is *fcere the similarities end. It Is no', black and into five dhislons. Each team
white but optic yellow. The sur- played all three members in their
face is not smooth but fuzzy. It division. They were then ranked
resembles a large tennis ball and according to divisional records.
is even made from the same
. material. The indoor ball is also
softer than the outdoor bali because of the increased possibility of being hit in the face due
to the smaller playing area.

According to Casada the indoor contests are an off-season
training program. Most of the
team is composed of members
from Winthrop's NAIA outdoor
soccer team. 'The team began
six years ago," said Casada. "It
is an opportunity for less skilled
playeis on the outdoor team to
sharpen their skills."
Though Coach Casada suggested to his players that they
participate in the indoor season,
he has excluded team members
who have physical or academic
problems from competing on
the indoor team.
Indoor soccer maintains the
same basic rules and regulations
as its outdoor counterpart. But
there are a few cBfferences
made necessary because of the
different playing conditions.
The ball is round and has .
the familiar hexagon pat-

Indoor soccer allows the ball
to be played off the four walls
surrounding the floor. This and
the restricted floor space make
the games much more physical
than those played outside.
There are only six players on
the indoor team. This creates a
man on man situation thus eliminating the defensive positions
found in the outdoor version.
" There is no off sides rule for
indoor soccer. This means a
player is not restricted as to how
close he may be to the goal
when his team possesses the ball.
In outdoor games a player must
have two defenders or the ball
between him and the goal. Because an indoor player cannot
be off sides the games generally
have more scores.
The Atlantic Christian College tournament in Wilson, N.C.,
on January 22 and 23 was the
first outing of the indoor season.
Winthrop made a very good
showing, finishing third out of
twenty teams, half of which
were NCAA division I teams.

•

Then a single elimination seg- dolf Macon College 1®, and
Penbrook State 3-1. After enterment was played.
ing the single eliminationWinthrop won its division portion of the tournament rankbeating Wilson Club 5-0, Ran- ed third Wmthrop eliminated
Randolf Macon College 4-1 and
Lynchburg 1-0 but later lost to
a good North QsroBria. State
team 5-0.
Leading scorers in the tournament for Winthrop were Hassen
Regimand and Tom Haxton with
three goals. Carlos Gonz?'.ez, and
Alex Almaguer contributed two
goals each, with Mark Haxton
and Mark Mathis rounding out
the scoring both with a ningle
Bob Bowen played an outstanding game as goalie collecting three shutouts and allowing
only one goal in two other
games, which is quite an achievement for indoor soccer.
Casada states that there is not
as much emphasis put on winning during the indoor season as
compared to the outdoor season.
Tne past tournament and those
to be played in the next few
weekends are for the enjoyment
of the players.

Scott Hodgdon, a freshman from Moorestown, N:J. makes a save
during a recent indoor soccer practice. (TJ photo by Craig
Tucker)

Members of the 1982 team
are Alex Almaguer, Bob Bowen,
John Garvilla, Carlos Gonzalez,
Mark Haxton, Tom Haxton,
Mark Mathis, Hassen Regimund,
and Alviro Onate.

Intramurals offer
a variety

The 1982 Winthrop baseball team has already begun practicing and looking ahead to a promising
season. The Eagles will be out to duplicate their 1981 performance. The squad has hopes of again
this year playing in the NAIA World Series. (TJ photo by Craig Tucker)

The It i.ramural Department
is offering a number of sports
this semester, including several
programs that are being introduced for the first time at
Winthrop College.
The new additions include a
handball tournament scheduled
for April 6, badminton tournament also to be held on April 6,
a fencing competition on April
20, a racquetball tournament
scheduled on April 20, and on
May 4 a swim meet will be held.
Some activities from past
years will also be returning:
basketball has already begun,
and bowling is scheduled to begin February 9. A wrestling
tournament will be held on
March 30, and spring football,
which last year had 498 participants, will begin on April
21.

All team sports include
men's, women's, and co-ed divi-.
sions.
To find out more on the
individual sports being offered
or questions about adding new
sports, contact the Intramural
Department.

Resignation
(Continued from page 10)
Brown is concluding his sixth
year as intramural director and
at the immediate time is unsure
of his future plans.
Brown will speak at the
National Intramural Association
convention in Portland, Oregon,
later this year.

*
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Eagle h o m e c o m i n g promises many activities
By LEANNE SKIPPER
TJ feature reporter
Eagle homecoming begins
Tuesday, February 9, with a
week-long contest involving
many organizations on campus,
says Arch Anna McLellan, chairman of Eagle homecoming.
Beginning on Tuesday, all of
the organizations participating in

homecoming 5<*tivities will begin
work on their exhibits or still
' floats in the opon areas in front
of Kinard and Byrnes. Also,
posters for the poster competition ars uue at the Athletic
Department by 5 pjn. and the
Eaglettes will be selling spirit
links for ten cents each. On
Thursday of Homecoming Week,
students will vote for the Home-

Evalutions

help future

(Continued from page 1)

teacher," Rex said. Some institutions may have two informal observations just for
remediation and feedback, and
only one formal observation, he
added.
The law requires that students get feedback and extra
help in those areas they need
help.
"Winthrop students will definitely demonstrate prioi to graduation that they are competent," Rex said. "I think (they)
will do fine."
First-year teachers will be
hired on probationary contract.
If they pass their evaluation, it
does not guarantee that they will
be rehired.
'The school district may say 'yes, you demonstrated your
abilities on those days, but you
never <fid again,' " Rex said.

be decided during our next task
force meeting in February,"
Rex said.
In a field study, which was
done last fall "to test the instrument, not the student,"
there were three observers: the
school principal, cooperating
teachers, and a college supervisor. Out of the 4,000 that
participated, the teacher and
supervisor responded with very
little differences, while the principal was a little more lenient,
Rex said.
The college supervisor will
definitely be one of the observers, but it hasn't been decided if anyone else will or not.
"I would _guess that teachers
will be included. The only problem with that is the expense in
training them,'' Rex sai d.
The law does not mandate
a cutoff score for institutions,
but there will be a uniform cutoff point for first-year teachers.
Rex believes that most institutions will have a similar cutoff,
point with the school districts.
"We will have a little more
flexibility than the first-year

As the law stands now, a
teacher who does not meet ti crequirements cannot be rehired
in that school district. If
another school district wants to
hire the teacher on a probationary contract again, they can. If
the student fails again, they
cannot be teachers in South

Milk crates requested

coming Court from an array of
candidates sponsored by many
campus organizations. Pictures
of the candidates will be available so that students will be
able to see the candidates for
Homecoming Court in advance.
Commuting students will be able
to vote in Dinkins, and full-time
students can cast their votes in
the cafeteria.

teachers
Carolina.
"There has been some consideration on amending the
law," Rex said. The amendment
would give first year teachers a
second chance for a probationary contract in the same district. The teachers would be
made aware of their weaknesses,
and have the summer to improve.
"I think it's a pretty good
chance that the amendment will
go through," Rex said.
"One of the most fascinating
things about the instrument is
that it can be used on all teachers, regardless of grade level or
subject area," Rex said.

"Power Play."
In addition to these daily
activities, there are some weeklong forms of participation for
organizations and teams. Beginning on Tuesday, all organizations are encouraged to enter the
Homecoming Promotion Contest. All week Ion,;, thty can put
up posteis, hand out flyers, and
use any other means of promotion to let students know about
homecoming. Also continuing
during the week wiil be an invitational basketball tournament
hosted by the Lady Eagles basketball team.
Arch Anna McLellan says,
"Homecoming is to promote
school spirit and unity and to
get everyone involved, and that's
what we're trying to accomplish
this year."

Pageant
Plans are now underway
for the annual Miss Clover
Scholarship Pageant. The
local pageant is sponsored
each year by the Clever Jaycees.
This year, the pageant will
be open to girls from the
York and Clover areas.
Girls from the York and
Clover areas who wish to enter the pageant or desire
more information concerning
the upcoming event may contact Mike Jenkins at 2227780 or Frank Gadsden at
2224480 or 222-9488.

crates, Dean Cynthia Cassens,
director of housing, said. All
colleges and universities in South
Carolina were asked to help.
"This is a major problem to
the dairy industry of South
(Continued fiwm page 1)
Carolina," the draft to students
read. "Over 20,000 milk crates
have been stolen from one dis"We hope to build on it and
tributor and another spent eventually
have it on its own
$150,000 to replace crates last separate day," Anthony said.
The letter will be placed un- year."
The date for the event still
Students found guilty of has to be finalized The comder doots in halls and apartments. early this week. Students possessing milk crates that be- mittee is waiting for approval
can turn crates in at designated long to distributors can be from DSU so the games can be
l-ooms in Phelps, Winthrop fined up to $200 and/or im- held on the same day as Spring
Lodge, Margaret Nance, Ban- prisoned up to 60 days. Distri- Fling.
croft, Bancroft Annex, Thom- butors are required by law to
Martie Curran, director of
son, Lee Wicker, Richardson, stamp or fix their names to their Alumni Affairs, said the games
Wofford, lioddey and Breazeale. crates.
will be sponsored and funded by
The Residence Hall Associa- the Alumni Association. Right
The S.C. Attorney General's
office in Columbia requested tion is made of 20 elected stu- now, the games are being called
dents
from Winthrop'S 10 halls.
Wmthrop's help in recovering
the Alumni Fling, she said. A
meeting will be held Wednesday,
however,.to decide on a name
for the event.
W I L L I A M L. CULP, JR., D.M.D.
Dr. Bert Bob, associate dean
of education and an alumnus, is
TAKES PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING THE ESTABLISHMENT
the advisor for the committee.
OF HIS FRACTiCE OF GENERAL DENTISTRY
"It's a matter of getting
everything together," Curran
1273 EBENEZER ROAD
said. "She's (Bob) the one who
will advise the committee and
ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA
help them plan the event."
Curran said the Alumni
Association is trying to find
TELEPHONE 803/324-2921
responsibilities fo* class officers. "The Alumni Association
A letter to on-campus students from the Residence Hall
Association will request that
students turn in milk crates , at
11 designated places on campus.
"RHA is asking you to return any crates you may
possess," read a draft, subject
to approval tonight. "There *ill
be no searches for milk crates."

On Friday, February 12, a
pep rally and bonfire will be
held at the amphitheater starting
at 6:30 p.m. Finally, on Saturday, a special buffet will be
served in the cafeteria. Saturday night the Winthrop men's
basketball team will play the
Wofford Terriers, and at halftime the homecoming results
will be announced. Tickets for
the game will be sold prior to
.the game, and will be available
to seniors on Tuesday, juniors
on Wednesday, sophomores on
Thursday, and freshmen on
Friday. Students wanting tickets
should go to the Athletic Department and pressnt their I.D.;
date tickets cost $2.00. After
the game, there will be a homecoming dance at McBryde Auditorium featuring the band

Thad Whittenburg (left) of Fairfax, Va. and Howell Pegg, a
sophomore from Ashevil'e, N.C., stroll to Dinkins to pick up
their "air mail". (TJ photo by Craig Tucker)

First book theft case tried
(Continued from page 1)
hours in order for due process
not to .be denied. After 72
hours the book can be sold back
out, and it is lost.
This is the first case of book
theft that has been tried during

the 1981-82 school year. Hudson said, "Last year there were
weeks that we tried 2 or 3 cases
within the week, but this has
been a slow year. Also, students should be aware that most
book thefts take place near the
end of the semester when everyone is wanting money."

Competitive games planned
is proposing that this be one of
the things that the officers be
responsible for-helping the
Alumni with these games,"
Curran said. "It's important to
us (Alumni Association) to
maintain class identity at Winthrop. The senior class president is our contact with each
class in regards to planning reunions. We feel that having
class officers is very important."

planning class activities.
Class officers' importance was
questioned last semester by
Senate when Larry Spelts, freshman president, introduced a bill
to eliminate the officers.

Spelts said officeis did not
have any responsibilities to their
classes and did not have any
function other than serving on
the elections board. The Senate
Anthony said he has some voted to temporarily table the
ideas for activities class officers bill until the first meeting in
could be responsible for in the March to give class officers the
future. He said one activity they opportunity to prove they can
could promote would be a for- take on duties that will revive
mal prom. The officers could the officers.
plan one formal dance for the
year.
"What we want to concentrate on is new activities,"
Anthony said. "I dont want to
bring back things that have
faded out, like the Junior
Follies, but go for new and
different things."
He said the officers want to
create more pride in Wlntnrop
and more class awareness by

Position
open
Layout staff position open at
THE JOHNSONIAN. Some experience in art or layout would
be helpful. Will train. Call 2284,
i»&l,or4t>Sl.

